News

May 2014

2014 DEIS Fellowship goes to Myriam Koch

Myriam Koch was awarded with the 2014 DEIS Fellowship with her research proposal...

May 2014

Congratulations! Emil Iggland defended his PhD thesis!

We are pleased to congratulate Emil Iggland on passing his PhD Exam! We would like to thank...

May 2014

ETH spin-off company Adaptricity founded

We are happy to announce the foundation of the ETH spin-off company Adaptricity Ltd liab. Co...

April 2014

Welcome: Raphael Faerber

We are glad to welcome our new scientific assistant and PhD student:

Raphael Faerber
Congratulation! Andreas Ulbig defended his PhD thesis!

We are pleased to congratulate Andreas Ulbig on passing her PhD Exam! We would like to...